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2.CD "DESIGN LOUNGE"
The new CD , Design Lounge ' & composed by Maximilian Hashemi was
arranged on 6 May 2011 Art'otel presented in Cologne. The sponsorship of the
second CD is supported by Art'otel Cologne. Due to the unique location of the
hotel on Rheinauhafen Cologne, the new CD with the subject of design and
architecture will be associated. 8 months who was born in Cologne Maximilian
Hashemi prepared the new CD. He has dealt with the issue of design. His own
interpretation of the design was transferred to his Smooth Jazz Music in
Cologne and Paris. For the production of this CD several trips to the fashion
capital of Paris were carried out. A culture and design center associated with a
fashion city also characterizes the music of Maximilian Hashemi.
Maximilian Hashemi was imprinted on his many travels in the last 7 years in
the U.S. particularly groovy Smooth Jazz Music. It was thus his creativity for
Smooth Jazz Music intensify and develop further. The joy see new compositions
in the studio together Cologne has led to entirely new music showcase. His own
compositions and arrangements are exactly on his Saxophone (Alto & Tenor)
voted.
It combines a combination of Soul & Groove to his own interpretation of
Smooth Jazz Music. Many concerts were the last two years (eg Dallmayr
Munich, Frankfurt Book Fair, Rheinauhafen Cologne, Dusseldorf Airport &
Frankfurt, Rotonda Business Club, Insight Cologne Orgatec Night, Koelnmesse,
casualty insurance, Rhein Read Rheinauhafen, Crane House & Harry Blum place
Cologne , Cologne Design Lounge , Cologne Philharmonie - MusikTriennale
Cologne).
In the spring of 2010 presented Maximilian Hashemi 14 new vibrant and highly
creative, self-composed arrangements. By the sponsorship of Preferred Golf
Club became his new arrangements, and the first CD, April 'on Apr 26, 2010,
the Ice Bar at the Hilton Cologne presents.
2010 he founded his new band, MAXIMILIAN Hashemi SMOOTH JAZZ BAND
'with a particularly ambitious young musicians from Cologne. The first
participation in a jazz festival took place of course in his home city of Cologne
and culture. Jazz Festival in Cologne - Dellbrücker Jazz Festival - jazz dell-6th
November 2010 to Maximilian Hashemi Smooth Jazz Band.

